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Scottish Total Factor Productivity
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highly variable performance at 
farm level

Source: Barnes, A.P. (2022). Scottish farm efficiency: Trends and Drivers. RPC, Edinburgh
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Constraints on Productivity 
Growth
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Leads to heterogeneity in 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Source: Barnes, A.P., Moxey, A., Bevan, K and Grierson, S. (2023). Heterogeneity 

within farm emissions, efficiency and resilience in extensive livestock systems 

(Forthcoming)
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Persistent inefficiencies dominate

Source: Barnes, A. P. (2022). The role of family life‐cycle events on persistent and 

transient inefficiencies in less favoured areas. Journal of Agricultural Economics.
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Scotland at a cross-roads

'We will transform how we support 
farming and food production 
in Scotland to become a global leader 
in sustainable and regenerative 
agriculture'.

Scottish Government has committed 
to reaching net zero 
emissions by 2045, including 
a reduction of 75% by 2030
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Policy In Scotland

Clearly 'Green' 

outcomes

Arguably 'productivity' 

outcomes
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How can we intervene to boost 
productivity

Source: OECD (2015) Analysing policies to improve agricultural productivity growth, sustainably: Draft 

Framework. OECD, Paris
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What is the baseline?
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How does a farmer raise productivity?

adopting new 
technologies

changing the 
size of their 

business

changing the 
input-output 

mix

•policy interventions, support for change 

and provision of advice, education 

and research/engagement

•technological interventions, adoption of 

new technologies/techniques/practices, or 

applying alternative approaches to uplift 

productivity

•management interventions, e.g farmer 

decision making and farm planning in 

terms of the ability to switch the mix of 

inputs and outputs, or increase in scale.
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Farmer determinants for farm 
productivity growth

Personal 
Factors, e.g. Defra’s 
segmentation model

Acquisition of 
knowledge

Long-term planning 
constraints, due to lock 
in effects of 
assets/practices

Family life cycle factors

The role that current 
practices have on 
determining how new 
ones fit

Institutional factors: the 
influencer of practice, 
supply chain constraints 
and informal institutions
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Identifying best fit against impact

e.g. 

Arable

Feasibility

Source: Barnes et al. (2021) Delivering Clean Growth through Sustainable Intensification. Report for 

Defra,London.
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what factors could enable other less 
favourable measures to be adopted

• Targeted business advice, online advice

• Information on land suitability, better data collection 
and use of information on-farm, upskilling 

• Case studies, peer to peer facilitation, economic 
and technical viability

Knowledge Gaps

• Market Adjustments; standards, premiums

• Public/Private Initiatives: co-financing

• Farmer Based Approaches

Voluntary Initiatives
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Other options co-exist

• Structural change through market 
forces

• Investment in Research 
and Development

• Investment in education for present 
and next generation

• More creative grants and financing

• National programmes of eradication

• Regulatory Changes
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Most effective interventions for the target 
adoption rate of the mitigation methods 

Farm practice

Interventio

n for low 

target 

adoption

Interventio

n for 

medium 

target 

adoption

Interventio

n for high 

target 

adoption

On-farm 

net 

technical 

cost

On-farm 

investment 

cost

Feasibility 

of 

implement

-tation

Ease of 

monitoring

Risk 

perceive

d by 

farmers

Applicability

Adoption 

level in 

2020

Keeping pH at an 

optimum (liming)
NA Fiscal Regulatory Savings Medium Easy Medium Low

Medium 

(grassland)
Very low

Agroforestry NA Fiscal Fiscal High Medium Medium Easy High
Very low (crop-

and grassland)
Very low

Agrivoltaic systems NA Fiscal Fiscal High High Difficult Easy Medium
Very low 

(grassland)
Very low

Nitrification and 

urease inhibitors
NA Fiscal Regulatory Medium None Medium Medium Medium

Medium (crop-

and grassland)
Very low

Reducing soil 

compaction
NA Fiscal Regulatory Savings Medium Easy Medium Medium

Medium (crop-

and grassland)
Low

Grass-legume 

mixtures
NA NA Regulatory Savings Medium Easy Easy Low

Very high 

(grassland)
Low

Restoring organic 

soils and 

paludiculture

NA Fiscal Regulatory High High Medium Easy High

Medium (crop- & 

grassland on 

peat)

Very low

Anaerobic digestion 

of livestock manure 
None Market Market Savings High Medium Easy High

Low (cattle, 

pigs)
Very low

Breeding with 

genomics - current 

breeding goal

Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Savings Medium Medium Easy Medium
High for dairy, 

low for beef
Very low

Improving the health 

status of cattle herds
NA None Regulatory Savings None Easy Difficult Low High (cattle) Very low

Dual purpose breeds 

(milk, calves and 

meat)

Fiscal None None Savings None Medium Easy High High (cattle) Very low

Nitrate additives None Regulatory NA Medium None Medium Medium High
Medium (dairy 

cows)
Very low
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Accepted metrics need to improve if 
we want to measure progress

Environmentally Adjusted Multifactor Productivity = 
TFP – Adjustment for pollution abatement – Growth 
contribution of natural capital
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Final thoughts

• In Scotland the level of TFP growth seems to be growing

• At a sectoral level there are variances using micro-level data

• Motivations for adoption are broad and the effect of interventions on farming 

productivity are context specific

• Wider social goals are demanded of agriculture as well as resultant  

pressures on competitiveness in a post-Brexit landscape

• Shift towards regenerative agriculture presents challenges in

• Measurement, data available and frameworks

• Adoption, changing frame and purpose for funding

• Achievement, lack of labour inputs may be a problem?

• Simple adoption of current practices would raise productivity (e.g. liming)

• Promotion of ecological approaches should offer long-term productivity growth
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